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Changing Lives on the Plains: The New Museum Exhibits at Fort Larned

In 2014 we identified the need to replace our 40-year-old museum exhibits.
The new exhibits will put the complex history of this place into the context of
the lives ofthe people in the area whom the Santa Fe Trail brought together at
Fort Larned.

What's the Big Idea?

Early in the planning stage we worked on
coming up with a "big idea" or a central theme
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We wanted to tell the story of how the
different people and cultures interacted, how

the Santa Fe Trail impacted the Indian tribes
living in the area, how the soldiers coped with
life at a lonely frontier outpost, and identify
the traders on the trail.

Visitor Take Aways
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We came up with several key points we hope visitors will take away after viewing the exhibits:

1)The fort transformed from Improvised

3) In just two decades. Fort Larned's soldiers

shelters to sandstone buildings, to a ranch,

played a key role in securing the Santa Fe

to the historic site we see today.

Trail, protecting the US mail, and engaging
in military conflicts.

2) Many cultures encounted one another

4) Plains Indians had a complicated
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relationship with this site. This is where they
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Larned also paticipated in campaigns against
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Indian populations.

Putting It all Together

The design approach involves dividing
the exhibit area into four sections to tell a
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sequential story through distinct periods of

the fort's history.
Visitors will be asked to interact with the story
in each section, putting themselves in the place
ofthe people who lived, worked,and traveled
to the fort and along the Santa Fe Trail.

